Harnessing the rising
tide of data to make
business impact
Four billion people now generate four quintillion bytes of data
every day - and with the number of IoT devices set to increase
to three times the global population by 2022 - volumes will
only continue to rise. The challenge is processing the data.
This is why machine learning, deep learning and all the other
developing forms of AI must deliver the analytics toolset
businesses need to compete.1
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AI and analytics
turn data into
intelligence
AI is helping forward
thinking companies to:

Identify business opportunities
Automate repetitive tasks
Improve workforce productivity
Compete with other companies

The business of AI
Up to $126 billion
what we’ll be spending on AI by 2025.2

61%

of businesses are
implementing AI –
up from 38%
in 2016 3

71%

of businesses have an
‘innovation strategy’ to
drive investments
in new technologies
like AI3

59%
of businesses had
budget dedicated
to enabling
innovation3

The most popular AI-powered
solutions businesses are using 3
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Predictive analytics

Natural language
processing or generation

Machine learning

AI has already changed
2
the nature of competition

70%
36%

of executives report that data and
analytics have caused at least moderate
changes in their industries’ competitive
landscapes in recent years
of executives say traditional
competitors have gained an edge
by improving core business through
data and analytics

So why are some companies
lagging behind? 4
Many big businesses aren’t implementing data-andanalytic solutions as fast as they’d like to. In fact, 77.1%
say that they find the adoption of data analytics a
challenge. But why is this?

32%
cited cultural resistance within the business

30%
felt an inability to understand data as an asset was the problem

25%
blamed a lack of organizational alignment/agility

7.5%
thought executive leadership were the biggest obstacle

Smart, simplified computing
solutions for today’s world
Optimize your IT assets and resources with HP Device as a Service
(DaaS)*, a complete solution that combines hardware, insightful
analytics, proactive management, and services for every stage of
the device lifecycle.
Secure and manage multi-OS devices**, and proactively identify
and mitigate issues with insightful HP TechPulse analytics. Our
Service Experts*** can enforce security policies and perform daily
management with leading endpoint management tools.

Discover how HP DaaS can take your business into the future.

Find out more
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